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Abstract

Damage not only degrades the mechanical properties of explosives, but also influences the shock
sensitivity, combustion and even detonation behavior of explosives. The study of impact damage is crucial
in the vulnerability evaluation of explosives. A long-pulse low-velocity gas gun with a gas buffer was
developed and used to induce impact damage in a hot pressed plastic bonded explosive. Various methods
were used to detect and characterize the impact damage of the explosive. The microstructure was examined
by use of polarized light microscopy. Fractal analysis of the micrographs was conducted by use of box
counting method. The correlation between the fractal dimensions and microstructures was analyzed.
Ultrasonic testing was conducted using a pulse through-transmission method to obtain the ultrasonic
velocity and ultrasonic attenuation. Spectra analyses were carried out for recorded ultrasonic signals using
fast Fourier transform. The correlations between the impact damage and ultrasonic parameters including
ultrasonic velocities and attenuation coefficients were also analyzed. To quantitatively assess the impact
induced explosive crystal fractures, particle size distribution analyses of explosive crystals were conducted
by using a thorough etching technique, in which the explosives samples were soaked in a solution for
enough time that the binder was totally removed. Impact induces a large extent of explosive crystal
fractures and a large number of microcracks. The ultrasonic velocity decreases and attenuation coefficients
increase with the presence of impact damage. Both ultrasonic parameters and fractal dimension can be used
to quantitatively assess the impact damage of plastic bonded explosives.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Plastic bonded explosives (PBX) are highly particle filled composite materials and are widely
used in both civil and military applications when high performance is required. It is well
recognized that the mechanical properties of composite materials may degrade severely with the
presence of damage. Damage not only deteriorates the mechanical properties of explosives, but
also influences the sensitivity, combustion and even detonation behavior of explosives. Damaged
energetic materials have higher risks of the formation of hot spots, combustion abnormity, shock-
to-detonation-transition (SDT) and deflagration-to-detonation-transition (DDT) [1,2]. Damaged
energetic materials are more vulnerable to external stimuli. Experimental results reveal that
delayed detonation (XDT) under low amplitude impact may be associated with the presence of
mechanical damage [3,4].
Impact damage of explosives may arise from events such as drops, launching and penetration.

The low strengths and risks of combustion and explosion bring additional difficulties to the study
of impact damage of explosive materials. Drop weight can be used to induce damage under
intermediate level strain rates [5]. The damage produced under high strain rates can be achieved
using high-speed projectiles and flying plates [6–8]. However when conventional gas guns and
explosive-driven flying plates are used in dynamic loading, they may induce excessive damage and
even cause accidental reaction or detonation of explosives. To overcome this, we developed a
long-pulse low-velocity gas gun incorporated with a gas buffer and used it to apply dynamic
loading.
Damage from impact may not be visible to the naked eye. Various damage modes, such as

matrix cracking, interface debonding and particle fractures may be present in impact damaged
explosives. The application of damage detection and assessment of composite structures,
especially impact damage, is still in its infancy.
Ultrasonic testing (UT) has been used for a long time in nondestructive testing. It is a technique

that utilizes changes in energy as a mechanical wave propagates through a medium, to detect
flaws. Through spectrum analysis of recorded ultrasonic signals, the master frequency and
spectrum area can be obtained. Ultrasonic tests have been used to correlate impact loading and
damage extent of composites under low- and high-velocity impact [9–11].
Fractal geometry has become a powerful tool in the analysis of irregular features such as impact

damage. Fractal geometry analyses have been conducted on microstructural features such as grain
boundaries [12], spalling surfaces of an Al alloy [13]. Fractal dimensions can provide much useful
information of the microstructure of materials.
PBXs have a very high content of explosive particles, resulting in a large extent of

particle-to-particle contacts. When subjected to compressive stress such as pressing and impact,
contact induced crystal fractures are expected to happen. Microscopic examination shows
the presence of considerable crystal fractures in pressed PBX and impact damaged PBXs [14,15].
Crystal fractures may cause the variation of particle size distribution and correspondingly
the formation of new surfaces, which may increase the risks of shock initiation. However,
little work has been done to quantitatively assess the explosive crystal fractures induced by
pressing and impact. In this paper, an attempt was made to use a so-called thorough etching
technique to characterize the evolution of explosive particle size distribution before and after
impact.
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2. Experiment and analysis

2.1. Material

Hot pressed PBXN-5 was used in the experiments. PBXN-5 contains HMX 94.5–95% and fluorin
rubber 5.0–5.5% by weight. The molding powder was pressed into a disc sample with a size of
f20 mm�10 mm: The pressing pressure and temperature were 200 MPa and 100�C; and the duration
of pressing was 1:5 h: The density of the samples is 1:8570:06 g=cm3 and the porosity is 2:570:4%:

2.2. Long-pulse low-velocity impact tests

To avoid unexpected excessive damage or even detonation of explosives and better control the
damage extent, a long-pulse dynamic loading technique was developed. The technique was
developed from conventional low-velocity gas gun. Its principle is to lower the peak stress and
extend the duration of dynamic loading by avoiding direct impact. To realize it, a gas buffer was
developed and installed on the gun. The stress pulse can be adjusted by filling the buffer with
different pressure of gases.
The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1. An explosive sample is constrained in a steel tube. Two

polyethylene cushions are placed between the explosive sample and two steel rods. The diameter
and length of projectiles are 56 and 110 mm; respectively. Aluminum projectiles are used, and
their weight is 0:72 kg: A stress gauge is mounted on steel rod 1 to record the stress history during
impact loading. The projectile firstly impacts the gas buffer, and then acts on the explosive sample
via steel rod 2 and a polyethylene cushion. The projectile velocities are measured by two probes
placed at the end of the gas gun.
Fig. 2 shows two recorded stress history curves of PBXN-5 samples impacted by an aluminum

projectile at a velocity of 75:5 m=s with a gas buffer and at a velocity of 71 m=s without a gas
buffer. The peak stress and duration of stress pulse were about 29:8 MPa and 8 ms; respectively
for impact with the gas buffer, compared with 644 MPa and 1 ms without the gas buffer. It is
clearly shown that the presence of the gas buffer noticeably extends the duration and lowers the
peak stress of dynamic loading.
After impact, the explosive samples were collected for further examination including

microscopic examination, ultrasonic testing and particle size distribution analysis.

2.3. Microscopic examination and fractal analysis

Polarized light microscopy (PLM) was used to examine the microstructure of explosive
samples. An explosive usually has an exceptionally low toughness. In addition, explosive materials
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of dynamic loading.
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have risks of combustion and explosion. These bring difficulties to the preparation of microscopic
samples. In our experiment, samples were first ground using standard fine silicon carbide papers
(800 grit) to obtain a flat surface. Final polishing was carried out in an automatic polishing
machine using 1 mm alpha alumina powder, at a load of 50 g; while being lubricated with distilled
water. To avoid bringing additional unexpected damage to impact damaged samples in polishing,
the samples were first potted in commercial low-viscosity epoxide mounts with traditional amine
hardening agent and then cured. To better reveal the details of the microstructure, iso-methyl
butyl ketone was selected to etch the surface. The polished and etched samples were directly used
for PLM examination. The whole polishing process can be monitored by using a CCD camera. To
avoid the accumulation of friction heat and causing fatal accident in the polishing process,
continuous distilled water was required to cool the samples. Fig. 3 shows a schematic description
of an impact damaged sample. Three representative fields, including near-field (A), mid-field (B)
and far-field (C), were chosen for examination.
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Fig. 2. Typical stress history curves of impact loading with and without the gas buffer.

Fig. 3. Schematic of view fields.
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Fractal analyses were based on image processing of the micrographs of explosive samples. The
procedure to obtain the fractal dimension of the images was that of box counting [16,17], which
consists in the superposition of a series of boxes on top of the image and that they are added if any
pixel falls within the box boundaries. The size of the boxes, in pixels, is varied following an
exponent 2 progression, i.e. 1� 1; 2� 2; 4� 4; etc. The fractal dimension ðDf Þ of the image can
be computed as [16]

Df ¼ 1þ
logðNPÞ
logðPÞ

; ð1Þ

where Np is the number of boxes that contains at least one pixel of the image, and P is the size of
the box in pixels.

2.4. Ultrasonic testing

Ultrasonic examination of the explosive samples was conducted using a pulse through-
transmission method, in which water was used as a coupling medium. The ultrasonic pulse
velocity Cp was obtained from the measured time delay Dt between the trigger signal
corresponding to the pulse emission and the first received signal. In ultrasonic attenuation tests,
incident signal, reflected signal and transmitted signal were recorded. The attenuation coefficient
was calculated as

a ¼
20

h
log

Ai

At
10Dt�Di=20 þ

Ar

At
10Dt�Dr=20

� �
1�

Ar

Ai
10Di�Dr=20

� �� �
; ð2Þ

where a is attenuation coefficient, Ai; At and Ar are the amplitudes of incident wave, transmitted
wave and reflected wave respectively, Di; Dt; Dr are the enlargement indexes of incident wave,
transmitted wave and reflected wave respectively, and h is the thickness of samples.
Frequency spectrum analyses were conducted based on the recorded transmitted wave signals

using fast Fourier transform (FFT), from which the master frequency can be obtained.
Based on the measured ultrasonic pulse velocities of undamaged and damaged explosive

samples, the damage of samples can be calculated as [18]

D ¼ 1� ðCp=Cp0Þ
2; ð3Þ

where Cp0 and Cp are the ultrasonic pulse velocities of undamaged and damaged explosive
samples, respectively.

2.5. Density and particle size distribution analysis

The sample densities before and after impact were measured by using Archimedes method
according to the conventional procedure. To quantitatively characterize the variation of explosive
particle size distribution induced by impact, a thorough etching technique was developed. A
solution for example iso-methyl butyl ketone was selected to dissolve the binder without causing
any damage to the explosive crystals. The sample was soaked in the solution for enough time to
thoroughly dissolve the binder. After decanting, the explosive powder was collected for particle
size distribution analysis. Particle size distribution analysis was carried out on a Malvern2000
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particle sizer, in which distilled water was used as a dispersing medium. Both the undamaged
samples and the samples damaged under different impact velocities were measured.

3. Results and discussion

Figs. 4–6 show the plan-view images of damaged PBXN-5 impacted at a velocity of 171 m=s:
Fig. 4 is an image of the near field, while Figs. 5 and 6 are the images of mid-field and far-field,
respectively, with the projectile incident from right. The micrograph of undamaged PBXN-5
(Fig. 7) is given for comparison. Some randomly distributed microcracks in explosive particles
were present in undamaged PBXN-5, which were induced by hot pressing. Though visible
macrocracks were not observed in the damaged PBXN-5, a lot of microcracks were present. The
density of microcracks in the three characteristic regions were different with the far-field region
having the largest number of microcracks. Please note that the substantial preferred orientation of
the microcracks and the coalesced larger cracks in damaged PBXN-5 is in the vertical direction.
Image processing was performed for the obtained micrographs to extract the microcracks and

then the fractal dimensions were obtained according to the above-mentioned fractal concept.
Fractal dimension is directly linked with the extent of microcracking, thus reflects the extent of
damage. The fractal dimension of undamaged PBXN-5 was 1.208, which was mainly associated
with initial microcracks induced by hot pressing. The fractal dimensions increased to 1.406, 1.416
and 1.450 in near-field, mid-field and far-field regions, respectively, when impacted at a velocity of
171 m=s; demonstrating that considerable damage was present in impact damaged samples.
Impact induced damage was not homogenous in the sample. The far-field region was most
seriously damaged. This was consistent with direct visual observation of the micrographs. When
the sample was damaged at a higher velocity of 191 m=s; the fractal dimensions of the three
regions increased to 1.602, 1.632 and 1.678, respectively. To correlate fractal dimension and
damage, extensive microstructural examination and fractal analysis are needed.
The density variation, ultrasonic velocities, attenuation coefficients, amplitude and master

frequency before impact and after impact under different impact loading conditions including
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Fig. 4. Damaged PBXN-5, near-field region.
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Fig. 5. Damaged PBXN-5, mid-field region.

Fig. 6. Damaged PBXN-5, far-field region.

Fig. 7. Plan view of undamaged PBXN-5.
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impact velocities, peak stresses and pulse durations are listed in Table 1. The damage calculated
by formula (3) is also listed in Table 1. Due to the presence of extensive microcracks induced by
impact, the densities in damaged samples were slightly reduced. The higher the impact velocity
was, the more the density reduced. The largest impact velocity used in our experiment was
203:0 m=s; which correspondingly caused the largest density decrease of 1.32%.
Fig. 8 shows a received transmitted ultrasonic signal of the undamaged sample, while Fig. 9

shows a typical transmitted ultrasonic signal of a damaged sample, demonstrating that the
waveforms of transmitted ultrasonic signals are different due to the presence of impact damage.
The results show that after impact the ultrasonic velocity decreases and the attenuation coefficient
increases due to the presence of impact damage. In general, the higher the impact velocities, the
lower the acoustic velocities and the larger the attenuation coefficients. The attenuation coefficient
of undamaged PBXN-5 was 2:43 dB=mm: The attenuation coefficient increased to 2:88 dB=mm;
when the sample was impacted at a velocity of 60:4 m=s; showing an increase of 18.5%. The
attenuation coefficient further increased to 4:72 dB=mm; when the sample was impacted at a
higher velocity of 191:4 m=s; showing an increase of 94.2%. The presence of impact damage also
caused the ultrasonic velocity to decrease. The ultrasonic velocity of undamaged PBXN-5 was
2:10 km=s: The largest change of ultrasonic velocity in our experiments was 0:45 km=s; showing a
decrease of 21.4%. However correlation between master frequency and impact damage cannot be
confirmed according to the data in Table 1. At present, we cannot give further explanation to it.
More experiments are planned to do to clarify this issue.
The results of ultrasonic testing also show that attenuation coefficient (amplitude) is more

sensitive than ultrasonic velocity. Traditional definition of damage through only acoustic
velocities is not accurate enough to assess the damage. Accurate assessment of damage through
acoustic parameters should consider amplitude and master frequency in addition to acoustic
velocity.
Fig. 10 shows the evolution of HMX particle size under hot pressing and impact loading. The

initial particle size distribution of HMX in molding powder is also given for comparison. Hot
pressing causes extensive crystal fractures, resulting a decrease of HMX particle size. The particle
size of HMX crystals in the initial molding powder was D½4; 3	 ¼ 139:1 mm; and dð0:5Þ ¼
123:7 mm; where D½4; 3	 and dð0:5Þ refer to volume average particle size and median particle size,
respectively. When it was pressed under 200 MPa for 1:5 h; the particle size decreased to D½4; 3	 ¼
119:3 mm; and dð0:5Þ ¼ 102:3 mm: Impact loading induced extensive crystal fractures, causing a
further decrease of particle size. When the sample was impacted at a velocity of 164:4 m=s; the
particle size decreased to D½4; 3	 ¼ 89:4 mm; and dð0:5Þ ¼ 86:3 mm:When the sample was impacted
at a higher impact velocity of 191:4 m=s; the particle size further decreased to D½4; 3	 ¼ 80:5 mm;
and dð0:5Þ ¼ 78:9 mm:
Crystal fractures cause an increase of specific area of explosive crystals, which in return affects

the reactivity of energetic materials. Impact induced new surfaces from debonding and crystal
fractures are vital to assess the reactivity for energetic materials. Our experiments show that
impact induced crystal fractures cause the variation of explosive particle size distribution. Demol
et al. [19] proposed a reaction model using particle size distribution as a parameter. If the
evolution law of particle size distribution under impact loading can be determined, it can be
coupled with the damage variable and incorporated with chemical reaction. Then it can be used to
simulate the responses of energetic materials to impact loading. Extensive crystal fractures may
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Table 1

Results of ultrasonic measurement

Samples Impact

velocity

ðm s�1Þ

Peak stress

(MPa)

Pulse duration

(ms)

Acoustic

velocity

ðkm s�1Þ

Attenuation

coefficient

ðdB mm�1Þ

Master

frequency

(kHz)

Amplitude

Aðf0Þ
Density change

(%)

Damage

Undamaged — — — 2.10 2.43 831 0.098 — —

126 155.0 182.9 2.55 1.76 4.57 834 0.020 �1.03 0.30

128 164.4 166.0 3.87 1.70 4.63 837 0.013 �0.79 0.34

129 194.1 NA NA 1.68 4.53 756 0.017 �1.11 0.36

130 60.4 56.3 6.71 1.74 2.88 834 0.086 �0.21 0.31

131 147.8 NA NA 1.70 3.98 775 0.029 �0.53 0.34

132 191.4 212.5 2.85 1.65 4.72 785 0.009 �1.08 0.38

143 203.0 203.5 2.94 1.73 4.65 781 0.018 �1.32 0.32
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Fig. 8. Transmitted ultrasonic signal of the undamaged sample.

Fig. 9. Transmitted ultrasonic signal of the damaged sample.

Fig. 10. Particle size distribution before and after impact damage.
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influence the thermal stability, sensitivity and even detonation behavior of energetic materials.
This work is currently under way in our laboratory.

4. Conclusions

A low-velocity gas gun with a gas buffer can be used to apply long-pulse dynamic loading.
Various extents of impact damage can be obtained by adjusting the pressure of the gas buffer and
the impact velocities of projectiles. Microscopic examination and fractal analysis of the
microstructure reveal that impact damage is not homogeneous. Impact loading induces a lot of
microcracks and microvoids, which cause the density to decrease. Ultrasonic testing proves to be
an efficient tool to characterize the impact damage of explosive materials. Consistency exists
between damage state and ultrasonic parameters including ultrasonic velocities and attenuation
coefficients. However, the consistency between damage state and master frequency has not been
proved in our experiments. Among the ultrasonic parameters, attenuation coefficient (amplitude)
is the most sensitive one. To accurately assess the impact damage, a combination of ultrasonic
parameters should be taken into consideration. Due to the large extent of particle-to-particle
contact, impact induces considerable crystal fractures, causing the change of particle size
distribution. The average particle size decreases with the increase of impact damage.
To deepen our understanding in the impact damage of explosives, a wider range of impact

velocities are planned to use. To further investigate impact induced crystal fractures and
correlation between impact damage and fractal dimensions and ultrasonic parameters, more
experiments need to be done. In addition, considering the characteristics of explosives, special
attention should also be paid to the influences of impact damage on the thermal stability and
shock sensitivity of explosives.
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